2007 GMC T7500 Chassis, serviced with DOT certification, and under 107,000 miles. Equipped with two Titan/SpeedFlo 8.6 GPM Airless Paint Pumps, two 1-1/2" Diaphragm Loading Pumps with hoses and stingers, and Dual 250 gallon Tote Holders. Four Airless Paint and Bead guns.

- 2007 GMC T7500 Chassis, serviced with DOT certification, and under 107,000 miles.
- Two New Titan/SpeedFlo 8.6 GPM Airless Paint Pumps.
- Two 1-1/2" Diaphragm Loading Pumps w/hoses and stingers.
- One New 3600# CS Bead Tank with Vacuum Bead Loading.
- Dual 250# Tote Holders.
- 30 gallon Cleaner Tank.
- Aluminum Cone Dispensing Platform.
- New BOSS 80 CFM Hydraulic Rotary Screw Compressor.
- New 61cc Pressure Compensated Hydraulic Pump.
- New Kubota V200MTE 55 HP Engine.
- New WANCO 48" x 96" Arrow Board with Lift.
- Two Serviced Mark 40D Skipline Controllers.
- Four Rebuilt KC-700SS Airless Paint Guns.
- Four Rebuilt Binks Model 30 Bead Guns.
- Heavy-Duty 5400 Series Gun Carriage.
- Automatic Laser Pointer.
- New 48" Light Bar and 6 Strobos.
- New KC-78C Intercom System, with 3 Headsets.
- Rear Operator Canopy.
- No Warranty on the Chassis.
- 12 Month Warranty on the striping unit for defective Parts and Workmanship.

CALL FOR MORE DETAILS.